WHHSS SHERIF ALICE WORLD LESSON PLAN

FOCUS AND REVIEW

Today’s young generation is captivated with video and computer games. They will spend hours on end watching and playing. The Alice Program will show students just how fun and exciting computer programming can be. With a shortage of Computer Science programmers, it is imperative that the word is disseminated and misconceptions cleared up so that students will take an interest in this field. Students will learn that this can be a very fun and exciting career.

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVE

The objective of this lesson is twofold; firstly administration needs to be aware of the exciting program called Alice so that they will buy into having it installed onto all of the computers in my lab. Secondly to generate students interest in computer programming

TEACHER INPUT

Show Alice World WHHSSheriff

Background story for the world: Old Principal Mr. Wright (sheriff) was hired over the summer to become the Assistant Superintendent of Harnett County Schools. A new Principal Mr. Williams is his replacement (new sheriff in town). School moto under Mr. Wright was, “going from good to great.”

GUIDED PRACTICE

N/A

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE

N/A

CLOSURE

Alice is a fun and exciting program! Kids will gravitate to it because it will garner their attention. With the ability to create 3D worlds and innovative games this will be a sure hit in the school system.